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Message from the Editor/Secretary

The Texas OX5 Wing is overdue for its second annual meeting.  According to National By Laws,
each Wing must hold a minimum of two meetings a year to conduct Wing business and to 
electofficers and new governors.

A few Wings are able to hold frequent meetings, usually at a central location available to all 
members.  The area of the Texas Wing is large, although not so large as the 600,000 square 
mile Alaska Wing.  But the membership of the Alaska Wing is centered mainly in the Anchorage 

area, facilitating quite convenient travel distances for most.  On the other 
hand, Texas members, while located mainly in the Dallas-Fort Worth-San 
Antonio, and Houston areas, also live in many far-flung places.  As the 
map on the right shows, some of our 121 members may live more than 
600 miles from each other.  In the past, winter meetings have been in 
sunny Brownsville where palm trees grow.  A summer meeting in the 
Texas Panhandle would be convenient for some, but probably not well 
attended by others.

We do need an OX5 Wing meeting soon.  Where should it be held?  
We are open to suggestions.  It seems that the pole of our membership 
spread would be somewhere around San Antonio, Austin or Kerrville.  
A meeting is needed soon, and it will be scheduled.  Your input will help.

This issue’s “Mystery” Plane
This issue’s Mystery Plane is an Aeronca.  But 
what model is it?  It has the lines of the Aeronca 
Chief, a popular airplane built during the years 
1939-1948.  But the engine looks like that of the 
Aeronca C-3 “Bathtub”, flown during the years 
1934-1937. The pictured airplane was a high wing 
monoplane with side-by-side seating for two.  The 
empty weight was 590 pounds, gross weight 
1,040 pounds, and it sold for $1,745.  

The pictured airplane is an ….

Aeronca KCA          Aeronca Model L-C           Aeronca K             Aeronca 65-TC           Aeronca Chief  50-LA

Answer and information on page 6.
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